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PAST-PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE                    NOTES FROM THE OBSOLETE FLEET 
 

Hello fellow club members. Spring is finally here! After a very long cold winter, we are finally 
seeing weather that brings out that urge to fire up all that old iron. I love the spring colours! 

I need to start this note with the news that I have given up the position of president due to 
personal priorities and work commitments. The position of president deserves and requires 
more attention than I can give it at this time. I will be stepping back for now, but am so happy 
with the friends and acquaintances I’ve met along the way. I will see you all down the road at 
future events. 

The hobby of restoring, preserving and enjoying these old vehicles and equipment is certainly 
not for the faint of heart. As a past self declared purist, I find my views changing as a younger 
generation picks up the torch. 

I find now that many of these people are far removed from the time these were present work 
horses of agriculture and industry. This is only natural due to the sheer age of our machines.  

With that comes the question, how do we preserve them for the future and in the case of 
restoring which way do we go? Restoration - a ground up nut and bolt rebuild back to factory 
specs?  Or refurbishing only the worn parts and keeping it in its aged form? Or restomod, 
giving it a modern fuel efficient chassis that allows cheap serviceability and good gas 
mileage? 

All have their place within the antique hobby realm. I have come to the realization that I need 
to accept all these classes as acceptable; we are all part of the equation of keeping these 
machines around.  

I hope this note finds you all healthy and happy and you get out to enjoy your machines with 
friends and family. 

Cheers, Iain Richardson 



NEW PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
Gerry’s Restoration Shop! 

Welcome to Spring 2022.  There has been 
a change to the club executive. I have 
stepped up to the president role. So a little 
back ground is probably in order.  

I am one of the “new” breed I guess. I had 
not been involved with International before 
this. I came to the club in 2006 when 
looking for a project for my son and I to 
work on together. We found a 1953 R-110 
with the help of Bernie Y. and embarked 
on the road of discovery.  

We were looking for a drive train for it 
when a family friend told us about a pair of 
S-100’s up north.  

We went and picked them up. Needless to 
say they were in much worse condition than 
the pictures show. We made the decision to get rid of the 53 and consolidate the 56’s.  

 

These two identical twins 
became one, and resulted 
in my restored 1956 S100. 



We have also had some other projects along the way.  

1960 B-170       Farmall A 

  

  

154 lowboy,  

  

 

My current projects include 
but are not limited to a 1956 
(Gunhilda), and a farmall cub.  

I would like to encourage all 
members to post all of their 
local events on the Chapter 
38 facebook page.  

I am hoping that this will 
encourage people to get out 
and moving this year. 

Gerry Magnan, President 



MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT 

I hope everyone is getting out a little and enjoying seeing family and friends again. 

Just a reminder that  fees were due February 28 but it is not too late to still 
pay them.  Also that we are no longer sending out cards.  

Also I would like to remind everyone that if you are paying by e-transfer, I 
still need a copy of your signed application for my records.  

Hope to see you all at the show in August.  

Donna Hammond, Membership Secretary.  
      

NOMINATING COMMITTEE UPDATE 2022 

Our Annual Meeting and election of officers will take place this summer at our show at 
Pioneer Acres in Irricana, Alberta. 

We have four directors whose terms are up.  They are Gary Algot, Iain Richardson, 
Colleen Urick, and John Richardson.  Iain has decided to step down and will not be 
seeking re-election.   

We are always looking for new members to join the Board, so please consider 
nominating yourself or a fellow Chapter member and become a Director in IHC 
Collectors Chapter 38. 

You can send your nominations to either of us on the nominating committee and please 
include a brief biography so we can all get a chance to know you! 

We all have a strong connection to International Harvester and through the support of 
you – the membership – we can continue to grow and promote this legendary brand. 

Thanks from the nominating committee and hope to see you this summer at our Annual 
Show! 

Marty Nervick and Claude Roeland. 



IN MEMORIAM:  Rod King 

The family is sad to announce Rod's passing on April 
10, 2022, at 64 years of age.  

He is lovingly remembered by his wife Bonnie, his son 
Ron (Dawn) and his grandkids Ava and Alex. Rod was 
predeceased by his dear son Brad. He is survived by 
his parents Bernadette Senio and Lindsay King, his 
brother David (Susan) and his sister Linda. He was an 
uncle to many special nieces and nephews, and like a 
"son" to his in-laws, Ervin and Teresa and their family.  

Rod was a man of many talents and was always up 
for a challenge. He never said no to a request for 
help. He was blessed with many friends and family 
members who loved him dearly.  

He lived a carpenter's life for almost 50 years, and 
had a passion for antique cars and international trucks. 

He had two favourite trucks:  a red 1967 
that he named after his uncle “Johnny”.   

And a green 1968 that he raced at the 
local track.  It LOOKED like a regular 68 
short box, but under that hood lay a GM 
454 beast of an engine that literally flew 
down the 1/4 mile strip.   
 

And in keeping with his sense of 
humour, he glued “International” script 
on top of the valve covers, which 
confused many people!   

He will be missed by his many friends in 
Chapter 38.  









DEALERSHIPS OF THE PAST                                      Submitted by member Jeff Elder 

Part 1:  A History of The International Harvester dealership in Wawanesa, Manitoba.  
Submitted by Bain Jackson 1988.   Updated by Jeff Elder 2022. 

Over four generations the dealership operated under 
three different names: 
C. E. Jackson 
E. Bain Jackson 
E. Bain Jackson & Son Ltd. 

On November 28, 1927 C. E. (Charles) Jackson, 
who farmed a few miles north of Wawanesa, 
arranged to purchase an International Harvester 
Farm Equipment dealership in Wawanesa. Possession date was set as January 1, 1928, with the 
contract actually being signed with International Harvester on December 6, 1927. 

On January 10, 1928, Charles made his first good sale to Mr. W. E. Rice of Wawanesa, a well-known 
farmer located about 8 miles south of town. The purchase by Mr. Rice included a McCormick-Deering 
15-30 tractor, 28 inch threshing machine, tractor plow and a set of land packers. The value of the sale 
was slightly over $3000, which at that time was considered to be a good sale. 

Through 1928 sales of farm equipment remained very active as the year progressed. In the summer 
and early fall of that year C. E. Jackson sold the first combines and windrowers to come into the area. 
Four combines and three windrowers were sold as well as eighteen binders (of which four were 
P.T.O. driven “power” binders), and a goodly amount of smaller equipment. As combines and 
windrowers were a new approach to harvesting in 1928, these sales were considered quite an 
achievement at that time. 

In mid-summer of 1928 Charles procured a contract for the sale of International trucks. He sold two 
grain trucks known as 6 speed specials that year. 

Sales continued to be good until the stock market plunge in the early fall of 1929. In the "Dirty 
Thirties", the years 1930-1940, sales were quite limited. In the early 1940's, Charles purchased two 
larger trucks of 1½ - 2 ton rating and was able to keep the business viable by having Mr. William 
Fleming and Mr. "Monty" Daniels as drivers hauling grain, gravel etc. to supplement the income of the 
farm equipment business. 

In the mid-1940's the machinery business began to pick 
up again, but due to the Second World War dealers 
were put on a quota basis, resulting in a demand 
greater than supply situation, but much better than the 
1930 situation. 

Bain rejoined his father Charles January 1, 1946 after 
four and one half years overseas with the Canadian 
Forces. In 1946 they started their first improvements to 
our premises by constructing an addition to the front of 
the original structure. The 32' x48' addition housed the 
parts department and office with the original building 
becoming their first service shop. 



In 1959 the old service shop was torn down and replaced by a new service and repair building. That 
same year Bain’s step-son Hugh Wilton completed his Heavy Duty Diesel course and they 
concentrated on service from that time onward. Hugh became known as one of the best service 
mechanics in the area. 

C. E. Jackson had retired from the 
business in 1953. Bain purchased 
the business and renamed it E. Bain 
Jackson’s at that time and operated 
it until 1973 when he sold it to his 
step-son Hugh. At that time the staff 
totalled 6 persons. Bain remained 
with Hugh as Parts Manager and 
New Warranty Parts overseer until 
he fully retired in 1980. 

Bain Jackson chatting with a customer. 

In 1981 the building was completely 
remodelled to the structure that exists at 
the time of this writing (1988).  

It was also around this time that E. Bain 
Jackson’s led Western Canada sales of 
Axial Flow combines with sales of 30 or 31     

units according to local legend. 

1984 saw Hugh add the complete line of  Steiger 
tractors to the dealership’s offerings.    “We are very 
pleased to be able to offer Steiger tractors,” Hugh 
Wilton, president of E. Bain Jackson & Son said.  

“Steiger has built an outstanding reputation for 
quality among farmers all over the U.S., all over 
the world for that matter. We expect a lot of 
interest and inquiries from farmers in the area.” 
Not coincidentally, that’s exactly when the only 
green tractor ever on the family farm north of 
Wawanesa showed up. The spiffy new Steiger 
CR-1225 Cougar replaced the tired IH 4386.  



In 1985 Hugh joined nearly 2200 other dealer 
principles in Las Vegas for the formal kick off of 
the Case IH brand. This was the culmination of 
Tenneco’s merging of its recently acquired 
International Harvester ag equipment business 
with affiliate J. I. Case.  

"There was a terrific feeling in the air" said Hugh 
Wilton. "The entire Case IH dealer organization 
was excited - excited to see the equipment, 
excited about the new look, the new logo, the 
new colors - and excited to be a part of the new 
Case IH Agricultural Equipment dealer network. 

In 1986 Darcy Wilton, Hugh & Audrey's son, 
received his Heavy Duty Mechanics license and 
worked with his father until Hugh's untimely death at age 47 in November, 1987. The loss of Hugh left 
a giant hole in not only the local dealership, but also in the community and well beyond. He was very 
active in the Lions Club, served as mayor and councillor for the village, and was instrumental in many 
community projects. He also took great pride in his work on the Implement Dealers Council and was 
the Western Canada Representative.  

E. Bain’s (as it was locally known) continued to operate a progressive business with a staff of 
approximately 15 including President Audrey Wilton; Manager and Sales Manager Bruce Gullett; 
Assistant Manager and Vice-President Darcy Wilton; Parts Manager Bob Boneham; Service Manager 
Dennis Wanless; and Accounting, Debra Good. One of the more memorable things was their 
advertising slogan - On the Move in Wawanesa. The mantra ended every radio and television ad in 
that era. There was also an entertaining tv spot featuring a spoof of The Good, The Bad, and The 
Ugly. Sadly, this media seems to be lost to time.  

Plans for expansion of the dealership by acquiring another location also died with Hugh. Prior to 
Hugh’s passing, Case IH was putting pressure on small dealerships in order to “change and 
streamline to meet the demands of this industry”. Audrey decided to close the dealership and shop in 
1989 rather than make the large investment in a new building Case IH was insisting upon, particularly 
with large dealerships already nearby in Brandon and Killarney. Also factoring in was a crippling 
drought in the area at the time.  

The dealership building was sold to a local couple who ran a successful hardware business out of it 
until it burnt down. They rebuilt, but that was the end of any visible reminder of the International 
dealership in Wawanesa.  

Many of the loyal customers of E. Bain  Jackson’s (On the Move in Wawanesa) still run some of the 
fine equipment purchased in Wawanesa.  

Part 2:  Maintaining The Family History 

C. E. Jackson was my grandma Marie’s father.  When my grandpa Graham Elder married Marie in 
1930, they took over the farm from C. E. who was never that interested in farming.  He took more 
pleasure from running businesses in Wawanesa. I am the fifth generation to be on this farm, which 
was homesteaded in 1881 by C. E.’s father William Jackson. 
                   Jeff Elder 



TECH ARTICLE             Submitted by member Jeff Elder 

HOW TO RECOVER AN UGLY D SERIES DASH IN 10 EASY STEPS 
  
Step 1: Start with an awful dash. This one is out of a ‘71 1210 that roasted in the Alberta sun until you 

c o u l d s e e r i g h t 
through the cracks 
and the vinyl was 
falling off in chunks.  
Remove any flaking 
material that is still 
half stuck on.  

I filled the cracks 
from the back with 
l o w e x p a n s i o n 
window & door spray 
foam. Foam was cut 
smooth after it dried.  

 

Step 2: Using short strand fibreglass body filler (yes, Bondo), fill 
cracks and low areas, Sand smooth and repeat if needed until you 

have a smooth dash surface to work with.  

Step 3: In consultation with an upholsterer, I chose to use 1/4” open cell 
foam under the new vinyl. This will hide any imperfections. Spend a little 
time test-fitting the 
foam to get a feel for 
how to position it, 
where you will want to 
make cuts, and in 
what order you will 
glue it down.  

Using 3M Super 77 
spray adhesive, spray 
both the dash and the 
foam for the section 
you wan t to g lue 
down.  

Let it flash off according to the instructions and 
carefully press it into place.  

I did the wide easy parts first and the more 
complicated corners and ends last. 



Step 4: The nice thing about the ends is that even 
if they turn out poorly, once the dash is installed, 
the A pillar hides it all! 

Step 5: With the foam complete, on to the vinyl!  It is not as 
stretchy as the foam so it’s a little more difficult to work with 
and takes a little more care and planning. Start the same way.  

Step 6: Cover right over the speaker and vent 
openings. They can be cut out and glued down later.  

Test fit, make relief cuts as required and trim. Then do 
it again until you are happy with how the vinyl lays 
down in the tricky corners and ends.  
 

Step 7: This is how my end trimming went.  

Yours will likely look different. That’s OK!  



Step 8: Half glued down. You can see where            Step 9:  Tape holds things in place while the  
used a pencil crayon to estimate the fit and      glue dries. 
where to cut. Remember, no one can see this 
when it’s installed! 

  
Step 10: Done!  Except installing, 
which I recommend waiting a day 
or two to do.  

This is because if you have to 
press hard on the dash to get it in 
place, any undried glue can keep 
the foam squashed flat in places.  

Enjoy your vastly improved dash!  



FARM TOY RESTORATION - TIPS & TRICKS        Submitted by member Austin Darling  

A hobby that is gaining popularity again is the restoration and customization of old farm toys. I have 
made a small business of both restoring and selling parts for toys and in this article I would like to 
offer some tips and tricks as well as information on where to acquire parts. 

The first step in any restoration should be to take pictures, 
to note any decal locations, or where secondary colors 
need to be during paint, as well as to show where your 
piece came from condition wise.  

The next step is to disassemble and strip the old coatings.  

When removing wheels a few different options are 
possible, if you're looking to keep the original peened 
ends it is possible to cut behind one wheel and the body 
with a hacksaw and use a thin sleeve and super glue on 
reassembly. Another option is to take a carbide or stone 

bit on a die grinder or drill 
and carefully grind the peened area down till the wheel will come off. 
Then re-peen during reassembly. Caps are sometimes used; they can 
be pulled off by a good pair of vice grips and a strong hand. New ones 
are easy to get.   

To strip the paint or whatever coating is on your toy, multiple methods 
can be used, however the best and most effective if possible is media 
blasting; sand or glass shot, or walnut shells. Walnut shells are the most 
gentle. I use glass shot, which is slightly more aggressive. I don't 
recommend using silica sand as it's extremely aggressive and can 
damage finer details on the body.  

If any repairs need to made there are many different ways to repair these toys, but care and caution 
need to be taken when dealing with the zinc cast bodies. Few things will successfully put them back 
together. JB Weld is one of the better options. 

Once everything is stripped and cleaned, and any repairs or additions are done it's time to prime and 
paint. Prep work is essential to a good paint job; lots of time should be spent cleaning and sanding. 
Depending on how rough the toy is before starting you may need to use body filler to fix the marks or 
damage. When priming you may use whatever primer is to your preference, but I recommend using a 
self etching primer and or a high build primer, to both treat the metal and fill in pits or blemishes in the 

body.  

P a i n t i n g i s h i g h l y 
subjective, but I always 
recommend using OEM 
paint over cheap stuff 
from the hardware store, 
i t i s h i g h e r q u a l i t y 
generally and matches 
best. When painting it's 
best to make light coats.  



I hang toys when painting, but always try to paint the harder to get at places first. This will help 
prevent running of paint trying to cover these areas later. Once painting is complete you may decide 
to clear coat or wait till it dries enough to handle and apply decals, or mask and add a second colour 
if needed. The biggest recommendation I will make is to check paint compatibility on a piece of 
cardboard or scrap material. This is important as some kinds of paint will react with each other.  

A simple reverse of operations is needed to put everything back together once dry. At this point 
decals and extras like lights can be added. Note every job is different and this is just a guide to help 
on your journey to revive your toys. 

Toy farm tractors and implement parts can be purchased 
through Dakotah toys. Gasoline Alley Antiques makes a number 
of replacement parts for trucks of different manufacturers. 
Decals can be had from the previous two places, but a wider 
range is available from Bossen Implement. Chucky's 
Precisions, Pullers, & Parts makes amazing custom wheels and 
tires to really spruce up your projects.  

Hopefully this helps with everyone's projects. If you have more 
questions or are in need of parts, you can contact me at (204) 
245-0796 or through my email austincub99@gmail.com.  

Happy Collecting!  

THE LOADSTAR TOY STORY         Submitted by member Austin Darling  

With spring comes a return to the favourite sandbox or dirt pile, and the venerable sand box toys. 
Here's a bit of history on one of the favorite IH trucks used for play time. 

A short synopsis on the Loadstar toys. There were three or four variations of this toy, depending on 
how you look at it. Three were loadstars, (first two and last). The 3rd generation was modelled after 
the Fleetstar A, and the final after the fiberglass flip hood Loadstars.  

The first Loadstars, modelled after the steel butterfly hood models and called a 1600, were made 
from approximately 1964 to 1969. Of those the early ones (64-67) had touch steering meaning there 
was a handle on the hood, causing the front wheels to turn just like a real truck. In 67 there was a 
change to remove this system and just have two casted lugs with a solid axle rod. These were made 
in everything from dump trucks to van bodies and boom trucks to cement trucks. The steel hood 
loadstars also had multiple wheel styles, depending on the year, predominantly either white plastic 
budd six spokes, or white wall tires and chrome six spoke caps.  

There was a change in 69: the front clip of the toy casting was changed to match the new Fleetstar A, 
but everything about the casting remained the same. Tru Scale tin hubcaps and white wall tires 
became the standard issue at this point. The amount of versions decreased a bit I believe. Mainly 
deck trucks, stock trucks and dump trucks came with these front ends. Fleetstars were around until 
the mid 70s. A new version with minimal changes came out, styled like a fiberglass hood Loadstar, 
featured a plastic grill and square plastic headlights. There was also a change from the tin hub cap 

mailto:austincub99@gmail.com


Tru Scale wheels to plastic center wheels in this generation.  By the end of the decade it seems they 
were replaced by the new tin Transtar cabover toys.  

I have provided pictures of all versions with sales brochures of the real trucks. Hope these toys can 
rekindle good memories. If you have any questions about toys or need one restored, drop me a line. 
Either at my cell 204 245 0796, or my email austincub99@gmail.com. 

Till next time, happy collecting. 
 

mailto:austincub99@gmail.com


FROM THE HISTORY BOOKS:    Submitted by member Gary Algot 
 

I am offering this historical commemoration watch for sale. It is scribed front and back.  
$150.  Contact Gary Algot:  780-741-2115 



BUY & SELL CLASSIFIED 

Wanted:   I am still looking for a chrome front 
bumper for my B100. l have one but the chrome 
guy says its too far gone.   
Contact: Darald Marin  306 869 6939. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wanted:  A PTO Electrall unit and a Terrace plow.  Contact: Darald Marin 306 869 6939 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

For Sale:  Saved from the scrapper, for now  IH 560 tight, IH 756 I was told the previous owner was 
going to look into the TA when he passed,  both his tractors, likely been 25 years. 
Taking offers.   Contact: Darald Marin 306 869 6939 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

For Sale: Three sets of 12 inch 
clutch discs. Have been told they fit 
M series tractors, M-SMTA.  
Part #257819R21.  Willing to trade 
for truck parts. 

Contact Bernie: yakimys@shaw.ca 



Wanted:  Need a dark brown factory radio mount 
plate for 1967 pickup.  Need to remove that chrome 
plate! 

Contact Bernie:  yakimys@shaw.ca 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
For Sale: 1974 Travelall 1010 Custom 

Was running last summer but the engine is out of the car and 
needs a rebuild.   
Engine - International 345 V8 
Interior is complete and in good shape.   
Located in Saskatoon. Call Greg at 306-222-6811 for price.  

 

 



For Sale:  Various IH parts.  Contact Brian at(780) 853-4597 

Sun-visors $$150 each            Hood medallion $200 

  

R110 model $50   L series grilles $200, $250, $300  Rr view mirrors $100 each.       

5 re-chromed hub caps $200 each   220 refurbished head $400 

    Tailgate $250 

L110, 120, 130 badges  $20 

International cowl/hood script  $20 



For Sale:  Contact Brian at(780) 853-4597 

R110 panel, $10,000     L110 pickup, $10,000 

  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

For Sale: Prestolite electronic distributor assembly.  Tested OK according to service manual.  Came 
out of a running 1978 International Scout II with 304.  Will fit other SV engines.  $75  

Contact Bernie at yakimys@shaw.ca 

   

________________________________________________________________________________ 

From the History Files: 



For Sale:  KB pickup mounted on Scout undercarriage, V8 4x4 automatic.  $5500 

Contact: Ken at  ksfrank@cciwireless.ca  

________________________________________________________________________________  

 For Sale:  1934C series truck, non-running, very 
complete, some rot in the wood cab and age is 
showing on an older paint job. $6000 obo.   

Contact:  Cindy at (204) 646-0622 or email at 
nhays991@gmail.com   

  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wanted:  I need the “Big 
Eagle” emblem for the front 
grille of my 1981 COE. 

Contact:   

Dave at (780) 312-5751 

mailto:ksfrank@cciwireless.ca






2022 ANNUAL SHOW UPDATE                               Submitted by hosts Sharon & Gary Algot 

https://pioneeracres.ab.ca/Events/AnnualShow 
Show details: 

Dates:  August 5, 6 and 7, 2022 

Location:  Pioneer Acres, Irricana AB 

Registration: We will have a 20 x 20 tent for our usual tables: registration, memorabilia 

Camping:  Dry camping only. $20.00 for the weekend. 

Admission:   Weekend fee - $30.00 for IH members. 

Activities:  Friday night welcome - in the Harry Redding building starting at 5:00 pm. 

   Saturday night banquet - in the Grain Academy Annex of the Ron Carey   
   building.  Menu:  open beef dinner for approximately $17.95.  Steak    
   dinners also available. 

Annual Meeting:   Immediately after Saturday banquet, same venue. 

Accommodations: A block of rooms has been reserved for the International Harvester    
   Collectors Club, and will be held until July 4th, 2022. 

Holiday Inn 
64 E. Lake Ave., N.E 
Airdrie 
Phone 403-912-1952.    

Show Registration:   
Please fill out the two forms on the following pages 
and present to registration staff upon arrival.








